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THANK YOU!

To my wonderful teachers for helping me in so many ways! 

Thank you for helping me make friends with all my wonderful classmates!

Thank you for helping me grow emotionally and physically.

Thank you for helping me change from a timid 3 year old into a confident 4 year old. 

Thank you for teaching me so many fun and new things. 

Thank you for letting me be ME!
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Thank you for helping me be a better person inside and out! I have grown so much 
this year and I thank you all for many of those changes. 
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Honest, I used to eat the pizza without my “stinky cheese”. I enjoyed being Shabbat 
leader. I can’t believe I am learning to speak Hebrew! 
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These were some of my favorite times even if I could never stand still and was always 
after that silly microphone. I was proud that many of my family members were able to 
visit me on my special days. 
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I learned to sit and play games with my friends. I even learned to raise my hand. 
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Before this year at TAS I HATED to draw and write. I can now paint pictures with 
more than one color. I even ENJOY drawing and writing. I am quiet the little artist at 
home now!
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I even did a mitzvah here and there. I keep my certificates on my door at home and 
always show them to house guests. I am teaching baby Emmerson all about doing a 
mitzvah!
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I enjoyed dressing up for Purim and all the stage shows we did this year. 
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I loved our costumes, games and songs. I think I was born to be on stage. For weeks I 
had Mommy & Daddy confused singing “Ohhh ahhh ohhhh ahhhh SHOOT that 
arrow!” 
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I have made so many great friends. Apparently we are all insane and goofy. 
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I was always eager to tell you about all my new pets. I enjoyed brining my hermit 
crabs to school for Noah’s Ark Day. 
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Bugs, animals and dinosaurs are my world. Now I have a pet frog “Jumpy”. Too bad I 
could only bring a picture of him to Show and Tell. Maybe next year I will bring you 
in my bug collection!
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And FINALLY... look... UNDERWEAR! Thank you for helping me with the impossible. 
I am SO proud that I am a big boy now and there was no need to install a magazine 
rack either!
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